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About This Game

Take part in an epic and ever-changing FINAL FANTASY as you adventure and explore with friends from around the
world.

The starter edition is perfect for newcomers as it includes the award-winning FINAL FANTASY XIV: A Realm Reborn
experience and lets you begin your adventure as the Warrior of Light all the way through level 50.

Join others from around the world and start your own FINAL FANTASY adventure today!

Note:
FINAL FANTASY XIV Online game packages available on Steam may only be registered and added on a Square Enix account

that has the base game “FINAL FANTASY XIV Online Starter Edition" (or formerly known as "FINAL FANTASY XIV: A
Realm Reborn”) purchased on Steam.

To view your 20 digit registration codes after purchase, simply right-click on “FINAL FANTASY XIV” in your Steam
“Library” and select “View CD key” on the Steam client. The codes will always be accessible from this location should you ever

need to reference them again.

The registration codes can be redeemed immediately on the Mog Station http://sqex.to/Msp. If this is your first time installing
and registering "FINAL FANTASY XIV Online", you may redeem your registration codes during the initial installation process.
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Please note that the Brazilian and Russian subscription and optional item prices were adjusted on November 15th, 2017. Please
visit the following links for further details: Brazilian / Russian prices.
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Title: FINAL FANTASY XIV Online
Genre: Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Square Enix
Publisher:
Square Enix
Franchise:
FINAL FANTASY
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 32/64 bit, Windows® 8.1 32/64 bit, Windows® 10 32/64 bit

Processor: Intel® Core™i5 2.4GHz or higher

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: 1280 x 720: NVIDIA® Geforce® GTX750 or higher, AMD Radeon™ R7 260X or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 60 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound® sound card (DirectX® 9.0c or higher)

Additional Notes: System Requirements may be subject to change. If you are using a router, please set up your ports so that the
below packets can pass through. [Ports that may be used] TCP：80, 443, 54992～54994, 55006～55007, 55021～55040

English,French,German,Japanese
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Really liked the game. It's got a good learning curve and really eases you into the class you want.
That and being able to swap classes anytime is great.. Me reading: Square Enix offers "Heavensward"
Cool ! I would like to return on it
... Oh Wait ... not compatible with Steam account FFXIV edition ...

Well F*** Off SE !

This game is cool but you will have issues between Steam and SE accounts
So I can't recommand it particulary on steam ><. My favorite mmo to day. Has kept my interest for years now and there is still
content to complete. Every expanding dlc and expansions. Community is active. The biggest challenge is the long waits for
dungeons as there are never enough tanks to go around for parties.. I love FFXIV so I give it a thumbs up. But I don't play any
MMO's other than Elite Dangerous so i can't compare. However, I did look into two issues I have with FFXIV to see if it's a
wide spread MMO issue. I was frustrated to see other MMO's handle these issues way better, specifically Guild Wars 2. But I
still much prefer FFXIV.

The only two problems I have with FFXIV is the low numbers (can be a problem when waiting to do specific duties) and the
insane amount of hoop-jumping required.

For one example, to unlock flying mounts you have to "attune" yourself to each zone THAT ALLOWS FLYING by treasure
hunting specific points throughout those zones. I mean, why? Other MMO's just let you fly in every zone as soon as you get
flying mounts. FFXIV gives you a flying mount and then demands you do all this nonsense that's tedious as all hell. I'd like to
explore the special flying maps by actually flying please.

FFXIV seems to have this philosophy for a lot of its content. Simple things dragged out for the sake of "content".

Also, there are frequent quests that see you walk back and both talking to people - and that's it. Sometimes these people ARE
RIGHT NEXT TO EACH OTHER. Honestly what was the point?

Aaaanyway. If youre going to join the fun, make sure you pick a server that has loads of players!. Good soundtrack.. In my
opinion, simply the best online game you could play.

Lots of content.
Lots of classes.
Very nice community.. It's better than garbage BfA...so if you're one of the refugees switching, it's okay to get. Upstart is a little
rough, since the beginning content isn't as polished as wow, but it's a decent game overall.. amazing MMORPG, one of the best
I've ever played.

pour some liquor for my nibba Louisoix. its k.

- 14 year WoW-Veteran btw
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I upgraded my Steam free trial account from the Mog Station but I can\u2019t buy Heavensward from Steam. What should I
do?

Well Square Enix Said:
We have identified a technical issue that prevents Steam users from purchasing Heavensward if they played the FINAL
FANTASY XIV: A Realm Reborn free trial on Steam and upgraded to the full game via the Mog Station. Steam users who
purchased FINAL FANTASY XIV: A Realm Reborn directly from Steam are not affected by this issue.

If you are affected, please contact our Support Centre by using the \u201cAdditional Assistance\u201d button below and we
will be happy to assist you in resolving this issue.. TLDR: This is the game that convinced me I never need to return to
World of Warcraft.

(Please keep in mind this is all personal opinion and what MMORPGs one likes or dislikes is entirely subjective and
depends on what the individual is looking for)

I bought this game when ARR first released, and I enjoyed it. It was fun and as a Final Fantasy fan I enjoyed the story,
music, art style and overall vibe of the game. For some reason though I was unable to commit to fully getting into the
game. I didn't give it the amount of time it deserved, and quit before even hitting level 30 when you unlock your
advanced job. The long global cooldown and basic combat at low levels eventually led me back to World of Warcraft,
which had been my addiction of choice since a couple months before the release of Burning Crusade. It was the game
that really showed me what a massively multiplayer game is capable of and that plus the fact that many of my friends
still played it, I had a hard time moving on to something new. But as time went on, WoW progressively became more
and more of a shell of its former self. Post Heavensward release I picked up the expansion and made my way to lvl 50
on my Dragoon, loving every second of it and having an absolute blast doing dungeons and seeing the progression of
the story. But soon after my subscription lapsed and I was unable to continue paying for a sub due to my financial
situation. I went back to WoW for Legion and Battle for Azeroth; playing both until level cap and doing raid
progression with my friends for the first tier of raids in each expansion before quitting each time. It just wasn't the
game I fell in love with way back when and the most recent expansion, BfA, was the nail in the coffin for me. Since I
first started playing WoW back in the day I have constantly tried other MMORPGs. You name the game, I have
probably tried it. And despite having genuine fun and sticking with certain games for a while such as GW1\/GW2,
ESO, Aion, Warhammer Online, and OSRS, I never felt truly in LOVE with or as invested in those games as I did with
WoW. So when I heard FFXIV was getting another expansion soon with Shadowbringers, I decided to really give it my
best shot since I did really have a good time leveling to 50. And man, I'm so glad that I did. I have not had this much
fun in an MMORPG in the LONGEST time. Now having the time to be able to fully delve into all this game has to
offer I started seeing things I had not seen originally, and experiencing things that I had not experienced since playing
WoW back in TBC era. I have gotten my Dragoon to level 70 and the issues I had when first playing the game
regarding combat are completely nonexistant now. In fact, I find that although the combat is still slightly slower paced
than that of WoW, it is far more engaging and tactical. But at level cap, you definitely are using a lot more abilities
than you do at lower levels and have many skills off the global cooldown. With that said though, since hitting 70 on my
Dragoon, I have not touched that class. This is because I've been having an absolute BLAST leveling other jobs and
crafting professions, which is so simple to do since you can level every job and crafting profession on a SINGLE
character. I have not had this much fun doing low level content in an MMORPG since Vanilla\/TBC WoW. In other
games, such as WoW, low level content is made trivial after the first time you do it. And this is amplified as expansions
come out and the level cap is increased, as most MMORPGs put all the emphasis on endgame and not the leveling
experience itself. I still find myself experiencing some actual challenges during some low level content and none of it
feels irrelevant or trivial, which is huge to me as someone who likes leveling multiple classes and roles. Additionally, the
story of this game, both the main storyline and the individual job storylines are FANTASTIC and keep me engaged
and motivated to keep going far more than any other MMORPG ever has by far. This game just has so much to offer
and it is all done so exceptionally. The only thing this game does not do at a top tier level is PVP, which is unfortunate
as someone who was a HEAVY arena player throughout my time in WoW, and a lover of open world PVP in Vanilla
and other MMOs. BUT it has definitely come a long way from when it first was implemented and is at the very least a
quite fun distraction from the rest of the content. You will not find a competitive and extensive PVP experience in this
game, but trust me, it is not even close to the worst PVP I have experienced, just keep in mind that if you are a PVP
focused player, this game probably wont scratch that itch the way you want. Other than that though, this game has
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everything you could really want from a traditional modern MMORPG. Do you like deep storylines in your MMOs?
This game is for you. Do you like freedom to play any and EVERY class you want to on a single character? This game
is for you. Do you like group content that can be genuinely challenging, unique, and is not made completely trivial by
the increase in level cap? This game is for you (I haven't even experienced level 70 raids yet but I have played through
the older raids and absolutely LOVED THEM. I have also extensively watched videos of the level 70 raids and I just
gotta say that these endgame dungeons\/instances make WoW endgame look EMBARRASSING in comparison). Do
you enjoy customizing your character and creating a unique look that makes you stand out from the crowd? This game
is for you. Do you enjoy collecting rare items, mounts, pets, and achievements? This game is for you. Do you wish other
MMORPGs weren't so mindless and boring before level cap, and are tired of just mashing your face on the keyboard
without even having to pay attention at earlier levels? This game is for you. Do you enjoy having tons of in game events
that add unique and fun limited time content as well as give you awesome and unique items? This game is for you. Do
you want more RPG in your MMORPG? This game is for you. Do you like Final Fantasy? This game is for you.
Seriously I could go on. Even if you aren't an MMO fan but enjoy RPGs I'd still recommend trying this game out. The
game starts off a little slow, but once you hit level 15 and unlock that first dungeon, you will begin to see what this
game will offer. And it just never stops getting better from there. I've played a lot of MMOs, and enjoyed quite a
handful, but none have ever fully pulled me away from the one that started my love for the genre. Having fully
immersed myself in this game now, I can confidently say, that I will never be returning to World of Warcraft (will
probably play some Classic when it comes out but more for nostalgia and certainly only casually). With the exception of
PVP (which right now is god awful anyway) there is absolutely nothing that current World of Warcraft does that this
doesn't do arguably better and with Shadowbringers on the horizon it looks like it's only going to get better. I seriously
implore you to give this game a shot if you are a fan of this genre. This game has succeeded in doing something that up
until this point I genuinely thought was impossible for any game to ever accomplish. Final Fantasy XIV has made me
fall in love with an MMORPG again in the same way I fell in love with WoW over a decade ago. If you are anything
like me, I truly think it can do the same for you.. I've been playing the game since launch with several breaks (my
playtime is not fully reflected on Steam, because I've been using non-steam account at first and then non-steam game
launcher most of the time).

The game can be a fun experience sometimes, but I cannot recommend playing it as it is intended by the developer.

FFXIV has a new expansion released every 2 years. And you only need a couple of months playing the game for about 2
hours a day to do all the casual battle content of an expansion (released at launch and during the 2-year lifecycle). This
includes time to watch main scenario cutscenes and to quickly read through the numerous main scenario click-through
dialogues.

The game has very interesting HARDCORE BATTLE CONTENT, but I've decided to stop doing it for the following
reasons.

1. There is little amount of hardcore content.
Each game expansion has 3 progression cycles (7 - 9 months each). Each progression cycle a new raid tier is released
along with new higher item_level gear that makes all previously released gear obsolete. Each progression cycle has only
6 - 7 new hardcore fights (4 fights in the new Savage Raid and 2 or 3 Extreme Primals).

2. Progress through a Savage raids is artificially held back a lot.
Gearing up is necessary, but it's really slow at the endgame because of weekly loot limitations, RNG and the amount of
casual content grind required. The difficulty of the last fight in a Savage Raid is set so high that only about 10% of all
active players clear it. After the next raid tier is released players just move on to the new raid, leaving the old one
behind where they stopped, because it doesn't provide relevant rewards anymore (you won't find PUGs or dedicated
statics for old raids).
In the last expansion (Stormblood) 2 Ultimate difficulty fights have been released; you can do them only after beating
Savage Raids; their difficulty is even higher - only about 1% of all active players cleared them.

3. It becomes repetitive very quickly.
While hardcore content (Extreme Primals and Savage Raids) is very interesting to learn while it's new, it's very rigidly
scripted - to the point that you can write down the exact boss attack rotation. It doesn't help to keep interest that both
Savage Raids and Extreme Primals have their casual counterparts (Normal Raids and Hard Primals), that are the
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same fights with the same bosses that just have simplified and weaker attacks. You are expected to clear both Normal
and Savage Raids (as far as you can get) weekly to make a roll for weekly loot.

4. It's way too hard to find player parties for hardcore content.
Doing hard content in pick-up groups (PUGs) brings more negative than positive emotions. The game provides no
efficient matchmaker or efficient tools to build communities (social networks) of reliable players or to filter out
misbehaving players. As a result the absolute majority of PUGs get disbanded after a few tries or a lot of players
ragequit, because there are almost always some players who don't meet the requirements of the party and the party
fails to reach the goal (such as kill\/farm\/training starting from a particular phase of the fight).

If I join a static, I get tired of repetition very quickly. Statics do on regular bases only hard content of the latest
progression cycle, because only it provides relevant rewards. Besides adhering to the static schedule, as a static member
you do not have an option to skip grinding casual content either, because otherwise you would fall behind other static
members in gearing up your character. And there is not much variety of casual battle content either.

The number of players in a party for instanced fights is strictly fixed. For hardcore fights it's 8 players (no more, no
less).

Doing OLD CONTENT (of previous expansions) is not nearly as interesting as new one, because:
- all actions (abilities) of a job (battle class) become available only when it reaches the current level cap;
- absolute majority of game characters entering older fights through duty roulettes for daily rewards are overgeared.
As a result older fights feel much more like easy grind than challenging and exciting action.

PvP in FF XIV is a complete joke. It is unpopular to the point that Square Enix has to limit the number of available
game modes (and rotate them each weak) so that the matchmaker can manage to find players for the available ones.
There is no open world PvP either. PvP is also completely F2P: a free trial character can participate in all PvP fights
(except for ranked matches) on equal terms with subscribers. It is plagued with cheaters and botters. Reporting such
players to Square Enix has no effect. There are no efficient ways of communication between players: there is no VoIP
in the game, and some of PvP modes have even text chat disabled (you can only use phrases predefined by Square Enix
by pressing buttons\/using text macros).

The game is often praised for its CRAFTING system. While it is complex, it is also very repetitive at the same time.
Players just use macros to automate the crafting process. If you decide to get into crafting seriously, you will need to
level up all the crafting professions on a single game character in order to get all cross-class skills, as well as gathering
professions for the supply of materials. And nobody is excited about gathering, because it's just a tedious grind. You
don't need to level up crafting to be an efficient PvE\/PvP player.

The game is heavily MONETIZED. Expect to buy the base game and the latest expansion, pay monthly subscription fee
and besides:
- If you are a crafter or collect glamours (cosmetic gear for your game character) you will easily run out of inventory
space. To increase it you are expected to hire additional retainers (NPC characters) for additional real money monthly
fee. Retainers also provide additional bonuses for crafters. There are cosmetic items that can be bought only with real
money. You need to buy Fantasia potion with real money to change the appearance of your game character
significantly.
- You are interested in housing? Be aware that your house will be destroyed if you unsubscribe from the game for
longer than 45 days in a row.
- The mobile app for buying\/selling stuff on the in-game auction (Market Board) with in-game currency (Gil) has an
optional real money subscription fee and a premium currency that are used to unlock transactions.
- There are Scenario Skip and Job Level-Boost potions. Be ready to buy both or buy none. If you buy only Scenario
Skip potion (there are ~584 main scenario quests as of patch 4.58) your progress will be too slow because of lack of
experience points bonuses.

Square Enix makes 50% DISCOUNTS on the base game and the latest expansion every year at different times on
different digital stores, including Steam (after several months cooldown since new expansion release). You also get all
previous game expansions for free if you purchase the latest one.. Amazing game! HOWEVER buy it on Square Enix
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store. The Steam users are being treated like people of second or third category. The SE and PS4 users got the first
expansion for free. The players with the Steam version? Lol nope.. Sunk 36 hours into it in 3 days, would highly
recommend.
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